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Clubs that 
trusted us



- 100% FIM compliant
- Made of Kevlar® fiber reinforced material

- tear-resistant
- resistant to high temperatures

  (prevents burns with high friction against the ground)
- Extensible in all directions

- Light and comfortable
- Fitted cut completes the look of the suit

- Sleeves and legs finished with high-quality eco-leather
- The highest quality of sublimation printing from EPSON®
   The SureColor S.C-F® line of printers gives a guarantee

the highest quality print
- Freedom of patterns and graphics

Our suits are:

RACING SUITS



Model
with patches NEW!

select the suit model:
pro, standard or basic
we will sew it earlier,

and we'll sew the ads at the end!

patches are printedso they 
don't interfere with the design



- Polish leading colorful castlesby Alpha 
Technology®
- 5 stretch panelsimproving the comfort of use
- triple seams in sensitive areas
- Customized lining and label highlights  the 
uniqueness of the product
- numbers included in the price
- Knees reinforced with protective foam
- All logos printed- even the smallest detail visible
- Fireproof inserts to prevent burnsat the bottom of 
the leg
- protect against hot exhalation up to 20 secondsNo 
material degradation

- Full lining
- Collar pocket
- Pocket for a rope from a safety vest
- Stretch side panels (required for a safety vest)
- STITCHED TRIMS

Characteristics

Model 
Pro

Additions



Model 
Standard

-black or white Polish leading locks
by Alpha Technology®
-3 stretch panels
improving the comfort of use
- double stitching in sensitive areas
- white lining
- Knees reinforced with protective foam
- All logos printed- even the smallest detail visible
- Fireproof inserts to prevent burnsat the bottom of 
the leg
- protect against hot exhalation up to 20 secondsNo 
material degradation

- Full lining
- Collar pocket
- Pocket for a rope from a safety vest
- Stretch side panels (required for a safety vest)
- STITCHED TRIMS

Characteristics

Additions



Model 
Basic

- Polish leading black locks
by Alpha Technology®
- MINIMUM SEAMS FOR CONVENIENCE OF USE
- white lining
- Knees reinforced with protective foam
- All logos printed- even the smallest detail visible
- Fireproof inserts to prevent burnsat the bottom of 
the leg
- protect against hot exhalation up to 20 secondsNo 
material degradation

- Full lining
- Collar pocket
- Pocket for a rope from a safety vest
- Stretch side panels (required for a safety vest)
- STITCHED TRIMS

Characteristics

Additions



MOTOCROSS
Blouse 

& Trousers
- Made of high-quality Micro Sport® stretch polyester fabric
- Ventilation holes for better comfort of use
- The highest quality of sublimation printing from EPSON®
  The SureColor S.C-F® line of printers guarantees the 
highest print quality

- Graphic design included!
- Made of high-quality polyester fabric and
  stretchy durable fabric that enhances
  comfort of use.
- Tear resistant
- Light and comfortable
- Sweat-wicking and breathable lining
- The highest quality of sublimation printing from EPSON®
  The SureColor S.C-F® line of printers guarantees the 
highest print quality
- Stretch panels above the knees to improve the comfort of 
use
- Colorful zippers from the leading Polish manufacturer of 
zippers
- Regulators on the hips to adjust the pants to the body
- Large cowhide panels help support the bike and protect the 
muffler from heat

Blouse MX Fullprint

Trousers MX Fullprint



B IKE COVERS



Model Fullprint
B IKE COVERS



Model Fullprint

- Made of high-class Oxford Polyester
- Freedom of patterns and graphics

- Logos and graphics printed directly on the cover
- The lightest possible option

- 1 kg lighter than classic covers
- Trimmed with high-quality eco-leather, resistant to dirt and easy to clean

- Reinforced with an additional layer glued inside
- Stiffened rear cover

- Lining made of high-quality eco-leather, resistant to dirt and easy to clean
- Clasp made of flexible material reinforced with Kevlar® fibers

- Flexible inserts to prevent the cover from tearing in sensitive areas
- Each cover comes with a tag with a place for a signature

- All logos printed
- even the smallest detail visible

- The highest quality of sublimation printing from EPSON®
 The SureColor S.C-F® line of printers guarantees the highest print quality
- Black or white zippers from the leading manufacturer Alpha Technology®

- Colorful locks
- Trimmings sewn on the entire cover

- Colorful lining
- Personalized label

- Clutch cable cut
- Full-height zipper

Characteristics

Additions

Optional

B IKE COVERS



Model Vinylprint
B IKE COVERS



Model Vinylprint

- Made of high quality laminate
- Whole CMYK palette available

- PRINTED, LAMINATE COATED ADVERTISING

- Stiffened rear cover
- Lining made of high-quality eco-leather, resistant to dirt and easy to clean

- Clasp made of flexible material reinforced with Kevlar® fibers
- Flexible inserts to prevent the cover from tearing in sensitive areas

- Each cover comes with a tag with a place for a signature
- All logos printed

- even the smallest detail visible
- Black or white zippers from the leading manufacturer Alpha Technology®

- Colorful locks
- Trimmings sewn on the entire cover

- Colorful lining
- Personalized label

- Clutch cable cut
- Full-height zipper (can be detached at the back only)

Characteristics

Additions

Optional

B IKE COVERS
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B IKE COVERS



ACCESORIES



Chair Fullprint
A comfortable and durable chair with a quick folding and folding system. We made them 

out of a durable steel frame and a soft and durable polyester. It can withstand a load of up 
to 100 kg.

- folding tourist chair with an additional table
- made of a steel frame and 100% polyester upholstery

- maximum load of 100 kg

Transport cover
The cover is made of high-quality sublimated polyester or glossy varnish. Lined from the 
bottom with strong and good-looking eco-leather. Thanks to its waterproof properties, it 

also protects against rain.
- Protects against rain

- Place to place advertisements
- Eco-leather lining

- Colorful piping
- Fastened with buckles

Engine Warmer
The undersuit is made of high-quality sublimated polyester or glossy varnish. Lined 

from the bottom with strong and good-looking eco-leather. From the inside, a part that 
keeps the engine warm is made of synthetic sheepskin, which is also used for insulating 

footwear.
- Keeps the engine warm

- Place to place advertisements
- Eco-leather lining

Pit Stop Mat
The mat is made of high-quality sublimated polyester or glossy varnish. Lined from the 

bottom with strong and good-looking eco-leather. Absorbent part with dimensions of 
160x75 cm.

- Large absorbent surface
- Place to place advertisements

- Eco-leather lining
- Colorful piping

Seat
The seats are made of super light foam that retains its properties and elasticity 

throughout the season. Upholstery made of natural nubuck in the seat area and high-
quality sublimated polyester or glossy varnish. Decorative stitching and kedra 

complete the whole.
- 3 seat hardness
- 2 unique shapes

- 5 heights

ACCESORIES



Travel Bag
The bag is made of high-quality sublimated polyester or 
glossy varnish. Lined on the bottom. Capacity 30l or 60l

- Protects against rain
- Lining

- Colorful keder
- Rozwijany dywanik (w wersji 60l)

Engine Bag
The bag is made of high-quality sublimated polyester or 
glossy varnish. Lined on the bottom. Reinforced with 
protective foam to prevent damage to the engine in 
transport
- Protects against rain
- Lining
- Colorful piping

Helmet Bag
The bag is made of high-quality sublimated polyester or 

glossy varnish. Lined on the bottom. Reinforced with 
protective foam to prevent damage to the helmet during 

transport
- Protects against rain

- Lining
- Colorful piping

- Practical pocket for phone or documents

Race Jacket
Made of high-quality PVC or printed laminate. Lined from 

the bottom with strong and good-looking eco-leather. 
Adjustable snap fasteners.

- Eco-leather lining
- Colorful piping

- With or without lining
- With sewn or printed trim

Backpack
Backpack made of high quality sublimated polyester or 

glossy varnish. Lined on the bottom. Reinforced with foam 
for comfortable wearing.

- Protects against rain
- Lining

- Colorful piping
- Practical pocket for phone or documents

ACCESORIES



Clutch cover
The casing is made of polyester material with the possibility of 

personalizing the print.

- Personalization of the print
- One size fits all

- Protection against dust, grease and grease

Cap with a branding

High-quality baseball caps from leading manufacturers: Yupoong Flexfit, 
Atlantis, Beechfield

- Choice of several types of caps from leading manufacturers
- Marking with embroidery or printed patches

All-year knitted hat
High-quality caps of our production made of elastic fabric.

- 2 styles to choose from
- Marking - sublimation or flex printing

- Different colors
- One size fits all

Set of Numbers

A set of numbers fastened with press studs.

- Any color
- Lined with eco - leather

Personalized bag for accessories

Equipment bag 100% personalized. It can be used to transport mats or 
other accessories.

- Personalization of the print
- Personalized size

- Protection against dust, grease and grease

ACCESORIES



Fullprint pillow

Pillow dimensions 40x40cm

- Any color
- 100% personalized

ACCESORIES



OVERALLS
Pro Adult model
Standard Adult model
Basic Adult model
Oldschool / Leather model
Pro Junior model
Standard Junior model
Basic Junior model
COVERS 
Fullprint motorcycle cover
Vinyl Print motorcycle cover
Vinyl Oldschool motorcycle cover
Fullprint steering wheel cover
Vinyl Print steering wheel cover
Vinyl Oldschool steering wheel cover
Fullprint chain guard
Vinyl Print Chain Guard
Vinyl Oldschool chain guard
ACCESSORIES 
Fullprint / Vinyl Print transport cover
Fullprint / Vinyl Print engine warmer
Fullprint / Vinyl Print Carbon seat
Fullprint / Vinyl Print Steel seat
Pit Stop mat
Travel bag 60l
Travel bag 30l
Helmet transport bag
Set of numbers
Race Jacket Fullprint with sewn trimming, lining and laminate
Race Jacket Fullprint with printed trim, lining and laminate
Race Jacket Fullprint with a printed border without lining and without laminate
Additional stretch panel
Extra lining
MOTOCROSS / ENDURO 
Fullprint MX Trousers
Fullprint MX Junior Trousers
Fullprint MX Sweatshirt
Fullprint MX Junior Sweatshirt
Softshell vest

 PRICE €
800

711
645
755
645
600
530

€
153
176
139

43
49
33
85
93
82

€
133

70
162
88
70

139
77

66
55
42
37
17
37
29

€
89
84
32
30
42

PRICELIST speedway 

-15%
680
604
548
641
548
510
450

€
130
149
118
36
41

28
72
79
70

€
113
59

137
75
59

118
65
56
47

36
31
14
31
25

€
-
-
-
-
-

PRICES DOES NOT INCLUDE VAT TAX
ASK FOR INVOICE WITH REVERSE CHARGE

-10%
720
640
580
679
580
540
477

€
138
158
125

38
44
30
77

84
74
€

120
63

145
79
63

125
69
59
50
38
33
15
33
26

€
80
76
29
27
38
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